
— Second Stories — 

 

The people string their beads of learned lumber,   
And tell us Allah stories without number;   

Yet never solve the riddle of the skies,   
Waging the chin, and then get back to slumber. 

Ten Powers, and nine spheres, eight heavens made He,   
And planets seven, of six sides, as we see,   

Five senses, and four elements, three souls,   
Two worlds, but only one, O man, like thee. 

Introspection’s sensation foray, 
By itself, uninformed by science theory, 
Lies captive to tales of its second story, 

Unaware of neuro’s bottom storey. 



Thus it declares wishes and beliefs Truth, 
Strengthening the wiring on each visit; 
Then it layers more dogma thereupon, 

Into an entire scheme for life’s wonderland. 

What’s not established can’t be addressed, 
For it’s ‘invisible’, such as spirits, 
Thus, a belief in a stated unknown, 

As ‘faith’, can’t be shown, much less known. 

Thus, of desires, wishes, and feeling’s case, 
We can’t trust claims, even their wanting base. 
Mysteries shrink, though, at an alarming pace; 
These days, it’s hard to keep up with the race. 

Instruments detect what senses can’t mime, 
Of all the electromagnetic clime, 

Of fields and molecules past smell and sight, 
Of stars far away and way back in time. 

More and more the myths of past ignorances 
Give way to the solutions of science, 

For example, a person’s life force and 
Basic traits are the genetic blueprint. 

Our blind-fated path was the further paved 
When disasters finished most of the species. 

Far from a feature of Intelligent Design, 
It opened up the space that was needed. 

Pride: Ego exaggerates self-importance, 
To claim that we’re specially created, 

Deserving a divine destiny. 
Humility: we’re electrochemical. 

In what jelly blobs of meat do thoughts fly? 
What the willful forge that flares us higher? 
Upon what anvil are feelings pounded out? 

As now we think of this, our brain neurons fire. 



Change the brain and consciousness changes too. 
Take drugs and the emotions change as well. 

Damage the brain and the mind’s damaged too. 
Consciousness emerges only from the brain. 

In identifying consciousness, 
We often confuse what is floating in 

The stream of consciousness with the water itself; 
Thus we note not the sea in which we ‘see’. 

The nervous system connects to the brain. 
When you feel a pain it is known in the brain, 

Relating the sensation to whence it came, 
So, it’s but an extension of the brain. 

Father Time and Mother Nature made three: 
At some time during a long eternity, 
His paternity begot her maternity, 

Which then gave birth to life’s certainty. 

We are all relatives, descended from stars 
And trees, as in coming down from. 

Some of our relations are many times removed, 
But they just keep on coming back! 

We are the eternal smile of being, 
The joy of the universe’s creation! 
In us the Cosmos has come alive, 
From primordial energy’s rise. 

What random, unsystematic event became, 
So unmethodically, quite arbitrary, so lame, 

Unplanned, undirected, so casual, uncausual made 
As some indiscriminate, nonspecific one bade 
Of haphazard stray that erratic chance gave? 

We have arrived! We are the Cosmos itself. 
We are the universe—life from stardust! 

We live but for one of eternity’s heartbeats, 
Borrowing life from death for just a while. 



In a galaxy among the zillions, 
There’s an average sun, among trillions, 

And a planet, Earth, among billions, 
Where millions live and die—well, whoop-de-do! 

We hitchhike through the galaxy, 
Our thumb protruding from our hand, 

While, on the other hand, 
We have a thumb and four fingers, too. 

But here we are now, and perhaps we come to know 
That the simpler things in life are still the best: 
A glass of water from the well in the morning; 

To love, laugh, and sing with family and friends. 

And so we live out our lives with honor and love, 
Kindness and generosity—these are our true colors. 

Life for the sake of life! Good for good’s sake! 
Enjoying everyone and everything and every season. 

Many think that they are more important 
Than they really are, that they deserve a reward 

Of a divine destiny in Heaven where their every whim, 
Wish, and fancy can be fulfilled for all of time. 

Well, to me, such endless satisfaction and pleasure 
Sounds really rather prideful, wishful, even decadent. 

The ultimate humility is for us to realize 
That we are electrochemical organisms. 

I will continue to catch life’s joy and smile 
And bathe in the light of its constant sunrise. 

Ever back through the Ages went I, 
Dating rocks and old fossils, by and by, 

And found this tablet stone, the Covenant 
Of the one and only engraved Commandment: 

The Commandments of Evolution are unmistakably 
Engraved in stone for everyone to see. 



There are no “if’s”, “and’s”, or “but’s” in these pages, 
For we can even date these rocks of ages. 

Darwin told us how natural selection 
Explained the mysteries of evolution. 

The continuum extended from animals to us. 
The discovery of genetics later collaborated it. 

From what beastly heart springs our zest? 
Of what searching eye became our sight? 

What sound in the bushes let us hear? 
What dark past haunts but helps us be? 

Across what ink black river did we have to swim? 
To what ends at length did we search for food? 

In what deep entangled forest were we bred? 
Of what stars did we shine of their stead? 

We gamble natural selection’s bets, 
Many of them leading to a broker death; 
But we have a good supply of stable guys 
To put right back in when a player dies. 

Panthea, the greatest God there never was. 
How to explain? She does what nature does. 
As a rose is still a rose by any other name, 
Then so is a universe a cosmos the same. 

Our planet is very good at promoting life, 
But it is much better at extinguishing it. 

Of the billions upon billions of organic things, 
99.99% are no longer around here living. 

Of all extinctions, the Permian was the worst. 
245 million years ago, for 95% of species perished, 
Suddenly disappearing from the fossil recording. 
Life had almost come to a total obliterationing.


